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ABSTRACT
With the expansion of the content available on the web,
Question/Answering (Q/A) systems have become,
among other searching tools, a focus of researchers and
users as well. For the Arabic language very few works
have been done in this field. In this paper, we focus on
the improvement of Q/A through a Query Expansion
(QE) process. Our approach is based on the ontology
that we have built using Arabic WordNet. Indeed, we
designed a QE process from the semantic relations
existing among the concepts of our ontology. The
preliminary experiments that we have conducted show
that the accuracy of getting the answer expected was
improved by our QE approach.
Keywords: Question/Answering, Query Expansion,
Ontology, Arabic WordNet, Semantics, Morphology

1. INTRODUCTION
The great amount of information available on the web
has become an important resource for knowledge-based
economies. However, in this context, users tend to be
lost when seeking for specific information. Tools such
as Search Engines (SEs), Information Retrieval (IR)
systems and Question/Answering (Q/A) systems [14]
have been developed and are being essential to help
users in their searching processes.
SE, IR and Q/A systems are three different kinds of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications.
Researchers in these fields are faced to both the
complexity due to the kind of NLP applications and to
that of the language in which information are written.
The need of such systems is higher in the context of the
Arabic language which presents many challenges to the
research community regarding its particularities (short
vowels, absence of capital letters, complex morphology,
etc.). When we go deeply in the details, the three kinds
of searching tools are different. Indeed, unlike the
traditional IR systems, SEs operate in an open
environment (the Web) and their users are not experts.
Therefore, additional techniques are added to make SEs
like interactive IR and try to get relevant results from a
set of unstructured content. The case of Q/A is
particular in that the question is in natural language
instead of a set of keywords. Moreover, we expect an
answer (or combination of answers) instead of a set of

documents without requiring the user’s manual and
sometimes much tedious filtration. Consequently, Q/A
systems make the exploitation of the results much easier
than SEs and IR systems. However, the aim of the three
tools is common: searching relevant information in a set
of documents. Therefore, at a higher level their
processing is the same: the user enters a query, and then
the system extracts keywords from the query, expands
them with other related keywords, search in the target
documents and returns the result to the user. It is of
evidence that one of the most important modules that
the three kinds of searching tools have is Query
Expansion (QE). Indeed, it allows the search of
documents that the system based of original keywords
would not consider. Classically, this expansion is done
at the morphological level. For example, for the
keyword <=>?@A (mErfp1, knowledge) that would appear
in a user query the QE module extends and provides
other morphological forms that the system can use such
as : رفD=E (EArf, who knows), رفD=@A (mEArf, plural of
knowledge), @?فA (mErf, get known), ...
In this paper, we focus on the QE process in the context
of Arabic NLP. Our attention will be devoted to its use
in the context of Q/A systems which is, for the Arabic
language, still less concerned by NLP researchers. Our
approach is to expand the query of the user not only at
the morphological level but at the semantic one also.
For this purpose, we make use of the Arabic WordNet
(AWN).
The structure of the article is as follows. In the second
section we present some related works to Arabic Q/A
systems and QE techniques. Then, in the Section Three
we describe the steps we followed to build our linguistic
resource which is Amine AWN (AAWN). After that,
we present through an example the usefulness of our
semantic approach in the improvement of Arabic Q/A
and we give some results related to preliminary
experiments on a set of CLEF2 questions. Finally, in the
last section we draw some conclusions and the future
works to be done.
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We use the buckwalter transliteration available at
http://www.qamus.org/transliteration.htm
2 Cross Language Evaluation Forum, http://www.clefcampaign.org

2. RELATED WORKS
Unlike
Information
Retrieval
applications,
Question/Answering systems try to obtain a simple
answer to a specific question (with both the question
and the answer being formulated in natural language).
The study of the Q/A task research guidelines [4]
reported that there are generally four kinds of
questioners where each type represents questions with a
certain level of complexity:
(i) Casual questioner: asking concrete questions about
specific facts;
(ii) Template questioner: this type of questioner might
ask some questions which require the system to retrieve
portions of the answer from different documents and
combine them in just one answer;
(iii) Cub reporter: this other type of questioners would
require a Q/A system able to collect many information
from different sources about a single fact;
(iv) Professional information analyst: finally, this is the
highest level of questioners which need a system able to
deduce and decide by itself the answer.
The basic Q/A processing cycle is composed of three
major stages [7]:
(i) Processing the input question
(ii) Retrieving with an IR system the candidate
documents (paragraphs) containing the answer
(iii) Processing each one of the candidate documents
(paragraphs) in the same way as the question is
processed and returning those sentences that may
contain the answer.
The first stage needs a question classifier, a query
expansion module (for keywords) and a named entity
recognizer. The latter is required also in the third stage.
Just few implementations of Arabic Q/A systems exist:
•

•

•

QARAB [7] is a system that takes natural language
questions expressed in the Arabic language and
attempts to provide short answers. The system’s
primary source of knowledge is a collection of
Arabic newspaper text extracted from Al-Raya, a
newspaper published in Qatar. QARAB uses
shallow language understanding to process
questions and it does not attempt to understand the
content of the question at a deep, semantic level.
AQAS [10] is knowledge-based and, therefore,
extracts answers only from structured data and not
from raw text (non structured text written in natural
language).
ArabiQA [2] is an Arabic Q/A prototype based on
the JIRS [3] Passage Retrieval (PR) system and a
Named Entities Recognition (NER) module. It
embeds an Answer Extraction module dedicated
especially to factoid questions. In order to
implement this module authors developed an
Arabic NER system [1] and a set of patterns
manually built for each type of question.

Generally, for Arabic, the existing Q/A systems fail
when a complex question has to be processed. A
complex question is characterized by the need of
domain knowledge, and there is no single answer type
that can be identified, but rather an answer structure
needs to be recognized.
For instance the question: OPQRر اD@Tع أDPW ارXهDT [ىA ] أيRإ
@`=_< ؟aR=< اPbcW d=A e=>?R اf=> (To what extent the increase of
oil prices has raised the cost of living?) refers to the
economy domain. We need question decomposition in
order to get the structure of the answer:
•
•

•

What is meant by <_`@aR< اPbcW (the cost of living)?
How can the system link the expression f=> XهD=T
e==>?R( اcontribute in increasing) to the concept
“impact”?
How does one define the increase or decrease of a
problem?

Indeed, complex questions (i.e., of a professional
information analyst level of complexity) need to be
decomposed into a set of simpler questions by the
adoption of a knowledge base question analyzer and
answer extraction module. Thus, a semantic query
expansion can be useful in the three stages of a Q/A
system. In this paper our approach is partially similar to
the one for English described in [16] where authors
have built a module for extracting the final answer from
retrieved documents in a Q/A system using WordNet.
Their approach is related to extended unification based
on ontology (WordNet) in the third stage of the Q/A
processing. In our work we start the semantic expansion
in the first stage and the generated keywords can be
used in the other stages. In addition, our approach
differs from the one of [16] because: (i) it uses the
concepts of SUMO and their definitions; (ii) it uses the
content of WordNet within a Platform of Artificial
Intelligence.
In the next section, we describe the steps that we
followed to build the Amine Arabic WordNet ontology
which is the kernel of our work.

3. BUILDING THE AMINE AWN
ONTOLOGY
Amine1 is a Java open source multi-layer platform
dedicated to the development of intelligent systems and
multi-agents systems [8]. It is a modular environment
composed of four layers: (i) Ontology layer; (ii)
Algebraic layer; (iii) Programming layer; (iv) Agents
and Multi-Agents Systems layer. We recommend the
reader to consult the web site3 of Amine for further
details.
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http://amine-platform.sourceforge.net

In Amine the definition provided by John Sowa4 of an
ontology as a “catalogue of types” (which is organized
in a hierarchy, called type hierarchy and can be
considered as a first and basic class of ontology type
hierarchy ontology) is extended. Indeed, to be able to
use more general classes of ontology, the assumption in
Amine is the possibility to associate to each type
(category) all (or most of) the knowledge acquired by
the system concerning this type. Such knowledge is
organized in terms of Conceptual Structures (CSs): type
definition, canon for a type and schemata (called
situations in Amine). Individuals (instances) are
associated to their types [9]. Figure 1 shows the
different ontology classes supported by Amine.
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Figure 2 : Building of Amine AWN ontology
Building an Arabic ontology is not a simple task. For
doing so, we need semantic resources. In comparison
with other languages, not many are the NLP tools and
resources in general (corpora, gazetteers, etc) which are
available for Arabic [13]. This is especially true for
semantic resources. Recently, this picture is about to
change with the new release of Arabic WordNet.

The procedure that we followed to accomplish this task
can be glossed as follows: we exported the entire data
embedded in AWN to be used by a Java module based
on Amine Platform APIs. This program uses the
mappings existing between English synsets (WordNet)
and SUMO concepts to build the Amine AWN type
hierarchy. Then, it adds Arabic synonyms to those types
based on the equivalence relation between English
synsets and Arabic WN synsets.
The equivalence is not the only relation which links
WordNet synsets to the SUMO concepts. Indeed, in
WordNet a synset can be more specialized in which
case our module creates a new subtype of the SUMO
concept. At that moment, Arabic synsets are added as
synonyms for the new entry (subtype) created. In case
of has instance a new individual is created instead of a
subtype. At this moment we have a first level of our
type hierarchy.

Figure 1: Ontology classes

AWN is a free lexical resource for modern standard
Arabic [5]. It is based on the design and contents of
Princeton WordNet (PWN) [6] and can be mapped onto
PWN as well as a number of other wordnets, enabling
translation on the lexical level to and from dozens of
other languages. Moreover, the mapping of WordNet to
the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [11]
[12] provides opportunities to use the semantic side in
some Arabic NLP applications.
Thus, the idea is to combine the richness and the
accuracy of the Arabic WordNet with the characteristics
of the Amine Platform by building the Amine AWN
ontology (Figure 2).
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The second level is obtained by a similar processing
where relation between English synsets is exploited.
Therefore, at this stage a hyponymy (or hypernymy)
relation takes the role of a specialization (or
generalization) relation of the previous stage. In
addition, our module allows the automatic extraction of
SUMO concepts definitions written in SUO-KIF
notation: therefore, the conversion to the CGIF notation
(supported by Amine Platform) is to be done. For the
purpose of the present article we manually added
definitions for the concept types concerned by the
example of the next section.

4. EXPLOITATION OF AMINE AWN
IN A Q/A SYSTEM
As we mentioned in the section above, a simple
processing of a question (based on question type
patterns and NER) is not enough to deal with complex
questions.
From the Worldwide Islamic Network of Women web
site5 we take the following passage:
5

http://www.islamwomen.net/ArbIW/ACRMWDetails.aspx?id=48

TA E/`Q ونD@zR< اTaR ءDE اbA E : <`Q}A <`Pb
،<`zcR اd`? R و اd``>DuR@`< اa E/.[نQb <`?@R>`< اDR< اTabR
<a|QaR <¤`PQzR< اQbR اE .<`zcR اd`دDuz¢£@`< اa و،ءDورا¡< اد
ريD_zT£ اbaR اE/.(TA E) f?@R اd§R اf> نDx¥ق ا
ءDQbR <`aRD@R< اa|QabR <¤`PQzR< اQbR اE/ .wcR?`< – اzbR ]bEا
E/<¢D¡Rت اDدDuz¢£ faRD@Rد اDW£ اE/D`T¨ ب ©?قQR تDabaRا
bA E/ .نDaE f> f?@R? اcPR[ى اzQaR <¤`PQzR< اQbRء واDQA اbA
«?آa [xDA E/ .كA?`R@< اAD -<?t@Rت اDT[راR?آ« اa ءDQAا
OT_?ق اوR_?وع ث اA  إدارةbA E/`?وتt <`?@Rت اDT[راRا
<`aQzR< واRP¡bR f?@R اbabR TA E/.d¡Q©ت اDAb@aRوا
baR اE/ .xz <`?@Rع اDaz£ اXbE <`@a E/ .ه?ةDRD
. / [نQb ?ةT اX`|QzR fR[وRد اDW®R ريD_zT£ا

This passage is a part of Souad Assabah's biography and
represents the content from which we process the
following question: حDtu==Rد اD@==T w==xD آf==zRت اD==a|QaR اfهD==A
 ؟D=}`> ~z_=W (i.e., What are the organizations that Souad
Assabah was working for ?). The keywords of our
question are:
تD====a|QaR ا- ~z_====W حDtu====Rد اD@====T
(organizations, work, Souad Assabah). With a classical
Q/A system based on a morphological query expansion
we can add some other forms of the keyword تD=a|QaRا
such as : <=a|QA (mnZmp, organization), X`=|QW (tnZym, to
organize), مD=|x (nZAm, system) . Unfortunately, these
keywords are not enough to extract the whole answer
from the passage. Therefore, the system, as it is, will
return a small part of the expected answer and will fail
to get the other parts of the answer from the passage.
Let us see if using Amine AWN ontology could help to
get the other parts of the answer. According to the
structure of Amine AWN ontology we can move from
one concept to another using the following semantic
Amine AWN links: (i) Concept synonyms; (ii) Concept
supertype; (iii) Conceptual structure definition; (iv)
Concept subtypes.

Figure 3: Position of the Organization concept within
Amine AWN hierarchy
The final semantic expansion (by subtypes) is related
to the subtypes of the Organization concept. In AWN
we find new keywords like : - <َ=Tَ ُA - [=>َ و- دD=َW ِا- <=َAُcُ
ْ@ِ`< – َوْ[َةaَ
Among these new keywords three appear in our
passage: <`ِ@ْaَ – <َTَ ُA-دDَWِا
Let us see what happens when applying the same
process recursively to each reached concept. Figure 4
illustrates the results of such approach. In this figure
boxes with labels 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to the first, second,
third and fourth semantic expansion.

The first semantic expansion (by synonyms)
processing gets the synonyms of the word <=a|QA from
Amine AWN ontology. Indeed, there is the keyword:
X`=|QW. This keyword does not occur in the passage.
Therefore, we move to the next step of our processing.
Figure 3 illustrates the position of the Organization
concept in Amine AWN hierarchy.
The second semantic expansion (by supertypes)
shows that the Organization concept has a more general
type (supertype) which is <=EDa (jmAEp, community).
Also in this case the passage above does not contain this
new keyword.
The third semantic expansion (by definition) that we
process is based on the definition of the concept
(Organization) in Amine AWN ontology which is: "An
&%Organization is a corporate or similar institution.
The &%Members of an &%Organization typically have
a common purpose or function". Note that the symbol
&% shows that the concept exists in our ontology.
Thus, the concept Organization has a semantic link with
an other concept of the Amine AWN ontology which is
Member (EDw ،E ). Now we reach a new keyword
which appears in the passage above.

Figure 4: Semantic query expansion processing based
on Amine AWN ontology
As we can see, we could expand the query (keywords)
semantically and we success to reach words that exist in
the given passage: =ِbَْA (mjls, council) and <=َQَْR (ljnp,
commission). The keywords provided by our semantic

query expansion are useful for the different stages of a
Q/A processing. Therefore, we propose the following
expansion model to be integrated with a Q/A system
(see Figure 5).

م اآcRDA

"؟fA®T£[ اaR< اTA"<a|QA T أdA
زDَ}ِ - X`|QW

By Synonym
Organization - E -

By Definition
By subtypes

<َ َ َ?آ-  َوْ[َة- <`ِ@ْaَ - <َTَ ُA - [>َ و- دDَW ِا- <َAُcُ

By supertypes

<َQَْR - ِbَْA - <َRDَ َوآ- <EDa

d`zQر£ا

رةDtA  أولf> ~?ازtRي وا· >?¶ ا¤R?¶ اPR ه اDA
·؟R <`aRDE

Concept/Term
Global Expansion

By Definition
By subtypes

ِ>DَQُA - رِكDَ_ُA - f¢£ - ~D¢ - ²E£
- SocialInteraction - CognitiveAgents - Agent
Patient
ََ[ىW

By supertypes

¶ِDََzُA - ~@>

66,60%

مDax¸ اRDuR اW¹ d¤R اd`وDaQR< اtx f هDA
؟fورو£د اDW£] اR اDaQRا

By Synonym

-¸
َ © َر- ع
َ ?َ َzْ¢ ِا- ²
َ َ َzْxِا

By Definition
By subtypes

[َ  َأ- رDَzْ ِا- ]QَtَW

By supertypes

-  َرDَzِْإ

By Synonym

Morphological Expansion
AAWN Ontology Expansion
1 - Concept supertype
2 - Concept synonyms
3 - Concept subtypes
4 - Concept definition

Table 1: Extract of the CLEF questions used in the
experiment

Figure 5: Expansion model to be integrated with a Q/A
system

In order to evaluate the results, we employed two
measures:
•

The Accuracy which is the average of the questions
where we find the right answer in the first snippet

•

The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): The reciprocal
rank of a query response is the multiplicative
inverse of the rank of the correct answer and MRR
is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a
sample of queries8 [15].

In the next section we present some results of the
preliminary experiments using our approach.

5. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
This section describes preliminary experiments that
were undertaken to confirm the effectiveness of our
semantic QE in the context of Q/A systems.
As preliminary experiment we have taken a set of 82
questions of the CLEF that was translated into Arabic6.
These CLEF questions are classified into different
domains (sport, geography, politic, etc.) and different
types (questions seeking for time answers, persons,
places, etc.).
After producing a set of new Keywords based on Amine
AWN, we look for the correct answer in the first five
snippets returned by Google7.

Answer

[Tر اD_
By Synonym

Question

؟DرT `¯ ه رdA
<َtْW ُر- <َtَWْ?َA - <َxDَcَA - X`E ز- ?E - °`©
- - <P`³ و- ²uQA

By Definition
By subtypes

مDE w`A أ- ?[A - مDE

By supertypes

«ََ?ْآA - <R[وR ر¯` ا- [¯D¢

Table 1 lists some examples of the CLEF questions
used in this experiment with their QE extension9
whereas Table 2 illustrates the results obtained:

Domains

History

http://www.dsic.upv.es/~ybenajiba/downloads.html
www.google.com

Accuracy
without
AWN

Accuracy
using AWN

MRR
without
AWN

MRR using
AWN

20

24,69

20,00%

25,00 %

8,55

8,23

5

6,17

20,00%

20,00 %

10,47

8,00

Politic
Culture

12
9

14,81
11,11

25,00%
33,33%

33,33 %
55,56 %

8,53
9,44

10,25
16,96

Geography
Technology

8
7

9,88
8,64

37,50%
28,57%

50,00 %
42,86 %

11,83
12,33

15,67
14,86

Other

21

25,93

38,10%

23,81 %

11,46

10,14

All

82

-

29,26 %

32,92 %

10,15

11,25

QE by
Synonyms

82

-

-

14,63%

-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_reciprocal_rank
The set of CLEF questions in Arabic together with
their semantic expansion is freely available at:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/downloads.html
9

7

%

Sport

8

6

# Q

5,42

QE by
Supertypes
QE by
Subtypes
QE by
Definitions

82

-

82

-

82

-

-

12,20%
10,98%
7,32%

-

5,68
3,52
2,70

Table 2: Results of preliminary experiments
As we can see, by using AWN the accuracy has been
improved from 29,26% to 32,92%, and the MRR has
reached 11,25 against 10,15.
The results show that the stage of QE by synonyms was
one of the two most successful semantic expansions
with respect to the improvement of both the accuracy
and the MRR. Moreover, there are some questions for
which the answer does not appear in the first five
snippets returned by google. For instance, for the
question: D=aQRم اDa=x¸ اRDu=R اW=¹ d¤=R اd`وDaQR< اtx f هDA
 ؟f==ورو£د اD==W£==] اRا, the expected answer (66,60%)
appears in the first returned snippet only when we
extend the keyword اW=¹ by subtypes: therefore, when
using new keywords such as [َ ر – َأDَzْ ِا- ]QَtَW.
The results show that for 19,5% of the questions we
success to get the expected answer in the first five
snippets using our semantic expansion after failing to
get it without any QE.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
As we explained in this paper, the adoption of the
Amine AWN ontology traces new ways to get the
answer expected by exploiting the definition of a
concept, its synonyms and its context represented by the
hierarchical nearly types. A more refined model for
semantic QE can assign a weight for each produced
keyword according to its relation with the source
keyword. This weight will be a function depending of
the relation type and the distance between the initial
concept and the produced keyword.
We have done some preliminary experiments that show
the improvement of the possibility of getting the
expected answer in the returned documents when using
our QE approach. These experiments show also the
ability of the system using our approach to get answers
where Google fail with respect to the range of snippets
considered (the first five). In order to confirm these
results, we intend to do other experiments with a large
set of questions and using the JAVA Information
Retrieval System (JIRS) [3] instead of Google.
Measures such as recall, precision and F-measure will
be used in the evaluation process.
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